AIMS AND FUNCTIONS

The Graduate Academy for Technology and Innovation is the central point of contact for young researchers at TUHH (Hamburg University of Technology). Our aim is to offer early-stage researchers an ideal environment in which they can develop. The Graduate Academy will advise on all generic matters arising in connection with the doctorate or during the postdoc phase.

EVENTS

With workshops and training sessions, information events and networking activities the Graduate Academy will help young scientists to develop and expand their generic competences or so-called transferable skills and to plan the next steps in their career. The events are open for all PhD students and postdocs. On application, doctoral students may receive a doctoral supplement from the Graduate Academy in addition to their doctoral certificate.

COOPERATION

The Graduate Academy cooperates with, inter alia, the following institutions and departments:

- Equal Opportunities Unit of TUHH
- Centre for Teaching and Learning of TUHH
- Startup Dock
- TU & YOU
- TuTech Innovation GmbH
- Pro Exzellenzia
- Northern Institute of Technology Management
- Graduate School of Leuphana University of Lüneburg
- Hamburg Research Academy

«I HAVE A BETTER OVERVIEW OF ALL MY PROJECTS IN TOTAL – WORK-RELATED AND PRIVATE ONES. I LEARNED THAT I NEED TO FOCUS MORE AND THAT I HAVE TO COMMUNICATE CLEARLY WITH MY DEPARTMENT.»

PARTICIPANT IN THE WORKSHOP »PROJECT MANAGEMENT«, JANUARY 2018